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Eric Nabeel

Eric Nabeel is a player character played by Scherersoban.

Eric Nabeel
@@Art@@

Species & Gender: Male Minkan
Date of Birth: 1日 1月 YE 15
Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: ranger

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Description

Height: 6“1” Weight: 193 lbs

Build and Skin color: Has a athletic and toned body. Skin tone is tanned due to plantside deployment.

Eyes and Facial Features: Blue ice eyes. Keeps his face clean shaven and has no noticeable scars.

Ears: Typical human.

Hair color: White.Is ussualy kept in a military buzz cut in the field

Distinguishing Features: Has a Star army logo tattooed on his right shoulder. Has a tattoo of a wolf
eatting a moon on his back, apparently this was inspiration from his dreams.

Personality

Eric Nabeel is a highly motivated and aggressive member of the Yamatai Ranger Force. Not wishing to be
promoted to be a officer and prefers to be a line man so as not to be burden by command. During
mission you find he sometimes disregards orders by commanding officers if he doesn't feel like he can
trust the orders or there goal. This has caused some issues in the field and has prevented the solider
from rising in ranks.

History

Eric was born in YE 15 originally with the named Garro Soban. Born to Wulf and Karen Soban he would be
born into a family with a long military history. Unfortunately for the young boy his life would take a
unfortunate turn of event with a assault on the base his family was posted at. Both his parents would be
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killed and the young child would be badly hurt which required him to be transferred to a Geshrin body.

Due to records being lost at the base and his genetic profile being unknown he would be transferred to a
medical facility located at the capital to help him deal with both the trauma as well helping him get use
to his new body.

Due to the trauma he suffered he did not know his name nor recall any memories before being
transferred to his new body. As part of his theory he would have to undergo socialization classes as
constant therapy sessions to deal with recurring nightmares and anxiety. The only thing that seemed to
calm down the young child was a fascination with technology and computer systems. In order to assist
the doctors of the facilities began having some engineers located on site to teach him programming and
basic repairs, this and also having new social lessons helped Eric to finally get over most of his anxiety.

In YE 25 he would be adopted by one of the engineers Sarah Nabeel and was then given a family name.
From here he would move in with her at one of the local bases as part of the Grand Star Army and would
finally be given a traditional education. Due to the fact that he was given a different education before
hand he would have several subjects he would both struggle in a few classes but where in the classes of
science, computers, or language classes he would excel at and beyond.

In YE 36 he would join SARA as part of Star Army of Yamatai's research and development as a
Information Technology specialist. Here he would work on several minor computer operating system
updates as well as generally be shifted around to different SARA postings until YE 40.

In YE 40 his life would change again and the again Eric would have tragedy strike his family. His adopted
mother was killed during a fleet engagement against the Kuvexians where it was reported that any
survivors of the ships were killed in there escapes pods during the engagement. Robbed again of his
family he decided that he wanted a more active part of the war.

Later on in the year he would signed up as part of the Rangers and be accepted in the Unifer's
Unconventional Regiment. During training his instructors noted that while he might be lacking in
marksmanship he seemed to be skilled as a close quarter combatant as well as unorthodox thinking
especially in terms of integrating electronic warfare in the field. The other issues that did arise during
training was some insubordination from the new recruit and resulted in several disciplinary actions to be
conducted against Eric. Despite these issues he would graduate with the rest of his class.

After graduating he would be assigned away from active war zones in order to assist Rikugun bases in
several mock engagements in order to prepare them for possible invasion. During these war games he
would conduct him self admirably and his officers reported that while in the field he would be highly
motivated. Despite these positives his squad mates reported he seemed anxious not being deployed on
the front lines and every day he would put in a transfer request to a active front line unit.

In YE 41 he would be granted that request and posted on the YSS Artemis as electronic warfare
specialist. He would also be granted a upgrade to a Minkan body via soul transfer before his posting.

Skills Learned

Star Army Common Skills
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Communication: Eric, knows trade and Yamataigo fluently. Also know's Kuvezian almost fluently with
some minor dialect issues.

Fighting: Eric didn't do too well in marks-ship training as such though proficient he is no sniper. He did
seem to exceed in cqb training and knows Star Army Close Quarters Combat as well as Sora-Mai.

Technology Operation: This is Eric's primary field is adaptive as a hacker and a programmer. Know's
Yamatai, Nepelisan as well as Kuvezian operating systems.

Mathematics: Does ok in this field.

Survival and Military:has a high level of survivability in the case they are cut off away from the main
force. This includes but is not limited to the creation of shelters, hunting, cooking, trapping and other
essential skills. Your character can also accurately report their findings despite adverse conditions,
enemy presence and technological restrictions. This means that the Ranger must have an excellent
memory and be able to identify and approximate the amount of enemies in a glance.

Vehicle: Is a ok driver in most ground traditional civilian vehicles.

Knowledge: Due to his hatred of Kuvezian's he has learned in the field both there computer operating
systems as well as several of there equipment quirks.

Survival and Military.

Social Connections

Eric Nabeel is connected to:

Wulf Soban (Brother unknowingly to each other)

YSS Artemis

Sara personal.

Inventory & Finance

Eric Nabeel has the following:

Has the traditional Star Army Equipment https://stararmy.com/wiki/doku.php?id=stararmy:standard_issue

Eric Nabeel currently has 3000 KS.
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OOC Information

This page was created by scherersoban on 08, 19 2019 at 01:12 using the Character Template Form.

In the case scherersoban becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Eric Nabeel
Character Owner Scherersoban
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Plots YSS Artemis Plot
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
SAOY Entry Year YE 36
Orders Orders
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